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MAKERSPACE CELEBRATES FIRST ANNIVERSARY

OF SUPPORTING STUDENT CREATIVITY
Story and photo by Yollette Merritt

Collaboration is the key word for
Makerspace at CSUMB. A multidimensional and talented team is
the lifeblood of its operation and
includes “three amazing student
leaders” as said by Slown, “Luis
David Calderon, Isabelle (Izee)
Gutierrez, and Madeleine (Maddie
) Church, who are also training
up the next generation of Maker
leaders.”

T

he third floor of the
library at California State
University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) is typically one of the
quietest venues on campus where
one can retreat for a reflective
read or opportunity to focus on
studies without distractions, but
a visit to Room 3125 - the home
of Makerspace - on Mondays
between noon and 2 p.m. and
Fridays between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
will find a hub of collaborative
activity among students, faculty
and staff.

Staff includes “the amazing John
Brady from the library,” said
Slown, “who has been instrumental
in supporting the 3D printers
and laser cutters in the space, as
well as Jeff McCall and Sophia
Given its launch in Spring 2018,
Vicuna.” Faculty members of the
Makerspace - the brainchild of
team are Ryne Leuzinger of the
Frank Wojcik, dean of the library
library, Corin Slown of the College
- is now celebrating its first year
of Science, and Dennis Kombe,
Sitting around table left to right - Dominique Scott, Hanna Alejo, Yesenia Garcia, Kat Wildermuth, and Dakota Jackson.
anniversary.
Megan Sulsberger and Mark
of Science planning among students, faculty and staff.
O'Shea - all three members of the College of Education.
Practical support was provided by a Chevron California
“Although Makerspace has been on campus for a year
State University Pathways grant (in collaboration with
and free and open to all CSUMB students,” said Corin
The purpose of Makerspace, as said by Slown, is to
Sonoma State's Makerspace), an El Camino grant and
Slown, assistant professor in the College of Natural
emphasize the long-term objectives and the benefits
the New Generation of Educators Initiative.
Sciences and an on-site coordinator of the project,
accrued from creative exploration and activity, and
“many on campus are unaware of its existence.”
productive collaboration.
As defined by Makerspace.com, “A makerspace is a
collaborative work space inside a school, library or
Hundreds of CSUMB students have already participated
“Agency and Identity formation has long been
separate public/private facility for making, learning,
in a wide range of creative activities including acrylic
established as an important developmental goal of
exploring and sharing that uses high tech to no tech
painting on canvas, laser design cut art, 3D printer
the collegiate education,” said Slown. “To adequately
tools [that help to] prepare those who need the critical
operations building technical prototypes and iterating
support students' strong psychological need to explore
21st century skills in the fields of science, technology,
engineering designs to terrarium creations, crochet and
and affirm their different social identities, it is important
engineering and math. They provide hands on learning,
button making, and even learning how to design items
to understand how those identities develop and intersect.
help with critical thinking skills and even boost selfusing a sewing machine.
In order to persist in their education, however, all
confidence.”
students need to feel they are in a campus community
“The library reclaimed the physical space for the
that supports and values them, where learning
The somewhat universal mission statement of
Makerspace out of an area that was formerly designated
opportunities are developmental, and where they feel a
makerspaces is “to facilitate a collaborative environment strong sense of identity and affinity with the school.
as book processing and backroom storage space,”
wherein people can explore and create intersections
said Wojcik. The idea turned to reality as a result of
between technology, science, art and culture.”
collaborative library, College of Education and College
Continue Makerspace anniversary on page 2

How to be prepared for an active
shooter scenario
By Kristen Finley
Active shooters and mass shootings have become
comparable to natural disasters in America as of late.
While that’s an unfortunate thing to have to accept, the
resemblance to a natural disaster means one important
thing: there’s a preparedness plan. Like hurricanes,
earthquakes or floods, there are things to do and steps
to take to give yourself a better chance should you be
involved in an active shooter situation. Here are some
tips, tricks and important information to give students
some peace of mind.

Active shooter
locations from
2000 to 2017 in
the U.S.

Communication is Key
As stated by the Department of Homeland Security, a
wise precaution is to develop a plan with your friends
and family as to what to do in the event of an active
shooter. Emergency numbers should be memorized
in case you have to use a phone that’s not yours and
coming up with a phrase or word to use to quickly tell
someone that you’re in a crisis can be helpful should you
end up in a situation you can’t quickly escape from.
Be diligent about telling your friends and family where
you are or where you’re going, and around what time
you think you’ll be back. This is important, because
if you’re unresponsive for a certain amount of time or
don’t come home at the time specified, they know your
last location. This way, they’re able to look for you or
alert authorities if need be.
Also, if you see someone acting suspiciously (such
as excessively moving their hands in their pockets or
refusing to take their hands out of their pockets, wearing
oversized clothes or carrying a large bag), be wary and
do your best to increase your distance from them. It
would be even wiser to alert nearby employees to keep
an eye on this person, so they can be ready to call the
police quickly if need be. Though it seems paranoid,
being quick to report something cagey could mean the
difference between life or death.

Locations of active shooters in the U.S. from 2000 - 2017. Information
provided by www.fbi.gov. Graphic by Griffin Dehne.

website is to make sure that you’re subscribed to
active alerts by local authorities. As a student, you
should be subscribed to Otter Alerts. If you’re not
currently subscribed, the process is easy - log on to your
dashboard, click on “Your Account” and scroll to the
bottom. There, it will prompt you to enter your phone
number to sign up for Otter Alerts. Press “Submit” and
you’re set.

Another tip from the Department of Homeland Security

Being active in the line of fire
When outside the home, the first step to making escape

Car-ticle

Music Maven
Spring break at
Knoxville OHV
Recreation area
Page 5

more likely in an active situation is to seat or position
yourself as close to an exit as possible. This way, should
you see that someone is in the process of instigating an
active shooting scenario, escape is not as far fetched as it
would be if you were in a back corner. If you’re able to
help those close to you escape as well, the Department
of Homeland Security urges you to - though, it’s just as
heroic to escape and alert authorities while you’re out of
harm’s way.
Continue Shooter scenario on page 2
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Understanding regional
wildlife Help keep them wild
By Yollette Merritt

S

pring is here and so are the newly born offspring
that populate this fauna-rich region of the state.
With its 1,387 acres, California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) - one mile from the ocean
and bordering large protected nature reserves - makes
the area a nature lover’s paradise with some of the best
hiking and biking trails in the region.
The open spaces also provide a welcoming
environment for the native wildlife to nest and flourish
in their habitats. The local fauna include coyotes,
mountain lions, deer, wild pigs, wild turkeys, raccoons
and skunks. It is not uncommon to see wild turkeys
or a family of raccoons on a walk to the library or
strutting near the quad outside Student Center, or even
a deer or coyote hovering near the wooded areas.
While they may seem friendly, it is best to leave the
wildlife on campus alone.

To be forewarned is to be forearmed. The advice
from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
on their “Keep Me Wild” page is that wild animals
naturally fear humans and keep their distance, but
only as long as they remain fully wild. Their natural
behavior is compromised by certain human behaviors,
some which inadvertently prove harmful not only to
the animals, but also to humans. Our interactions with
coyotes is an example of this.
The word coyote was derived from the Aztec word
for species “coyotl” and was called the “song dog”
by Native Americans. The scientific name is “canis
latrans,” which means “barking dog.” This native
California species might be difficult for some to
recognize as they resemble a small German shepherd
dog, but with a long snout and bushy, black-tipped tail.
Coyotes typically mate in February and give birth to
pups 63 days later, in a little over two months around
the end of April-early May.
The average coyote litters are four pups, but
depending on pregnancy conditions including
population density (CSUMB has a low density ratio)
and the abundance of food, the litters can be as high
as 11 pups. The pups emerge from their den in two
to three weeks. To be expected, food requirements
increase dramatically during pup rearing and that is
a period when conflicts between humans are more
common. Coyotes remain active all year round and

do not hibernate, and can be active day or night with
sightings throughout the day including at dawn and
dusk. The CSUMB University Police Department asks
students to report all sightings to the non emergency
line (831) 655-0268.
As true for the other indigenous fauna, coyotes help to
keep balance in nature and can be helpful to farmers,
gardeners and homeowners as they kill destructive
rodents (80 percent of a coyote’s diet) and insects. As
also true for the other fauna, they are opportunistic
feeders - they will feed on whatever is readily
available and easy for them to obtain. They will
scavenge on animal remains as well as on left behind
garbage, pet foods left outdoors or fallen fruit on the
ground. Coyotes will also prey on unprotected pets.
Here are a few suggestions to help keep coyotes
and the other wildlife wild at CSUMB and the
surrounding areas:
• Don’t feed wild animals as that will make them
dependent and less wary of humans.
• Don’t approach or try to pet a coyote or other wild
animals, as that might provoke them.
• Feed pets indoors as outdoor feeding attracts wild
animals and rodents.
• Secure pets, especially small ones, as coyotes view
them as potential food.
• Secure all garbage, as racoons, as well as coyotes,
will knock over cans and rip open trash bags.
• Trim shrubbery and close off crawl spaces under
porches and sheds that can provide cover for
coyotes, raccoons or prey as they will be used for
resting and raising young.
And a note to dog owners: coyotes are attracted to and
can mate with unspayed/unneutered dogs.
A recommendation given by the CSUMB Police as
a precaution is to not hike, bike or jog alone. If an
unexpected encounter does takes place with a coyote
or mountain lion (or another potentially dangerous
animal) - do not confront, but discourage by making
loud noises, flash lights and make oneself as large
as possible by waving arms. If need be, throw rocks
and be sure to pick up small children. To go without
saying, if attacked, fight back!
Again, as wild animals naturally fear humans and keep
their distance only as long as they remain fully wild, a
proactive safety net for all is to keep wildlife wild.

Shooter
scenario
Continued from page 1
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If escape isn’t an option, the best chance of
survival is to get out of sight and stay quiet.
Silence all electronic devices (making especially
sure they won’t vibrate) and stay still. If they’re
within reach, turn off lights, lock all doors and
shut all nearby windows. If a room or building is
difficult to get into, it increases the time it would
take for the shooter to get to you - thus, increasing
your chance for survival.
In your hiding spot, be sure it provides protection
should shots be fired and you’re out of sight.
Under no circumstances should you leave the spot
until it’s clear authorities have intervened and the
shooter has been apprehended.
As an absolute last resort, the Department of
Homeland Security strongly suggests fighting for
your life. They say as a last effort to live, to be
prepared to do serious or even lethal damage to
the shooter. Doing things like throwing something
at the shooter to distract and disarm the shooter
as an individual or with an inspired group of
others using surrounding objects as weapons can
overwhelm the shooter, and render the area safer.
After the shooter is under control, perform basic
first aid to those who need it until paramedics
arrive. If someone is injured and unconscious,
it’s essential to keep them on their side and warm
until a professional can take over. However, be
sure to tend to yourself first - otherwise, you won’t
be as capable of helping others as you would be
otherwise.
Other things you can do to prepare
A few suggestions by the Department of Homeland
Security are to sign up for self-defense and basic
first aid classes that could be useful in the event
of an emergency. Also, since active shooters are
an unfortunately common problem, there are also
classes offered to teach you how to be mentally
prepared to act quickly.
While there isn’t a way to be absolutely certain or
completely prepared, receiving basic training and
being aware of what to do can help save yourself
or those around you.
For more information and resources, visit www.
ready.gov/active-shooter.

College
admissions
scandal
By Chike Okafor

O

n March 12, federal prosecutors announced that
at least 50 adults have been accused of paying
over $25 million to get their kids into the best
colleges in the nation. The mastermind behind all of this
was William Rick Singer, a college admission counselor
who accepted the payments which were used to bribe
administrators, proctors and coaches.
Colleges involved in the scandal include Yale, University
of Southern California (USC), University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA), Wake Forest University, Stanford,
University of Texas at Austin and University of San
Diego. They have been accused of having coaches
and wealthy parents cheat the system for their kids
by lying on the college application and bribing their
way in. Things they did include faking disabilities,
photoshopping pictures to make it look like their kids
were amazing athletes, having an impersonator take the
SAT and ACT, and faking their child’s height. In most
of the cases, the students had no idea what their parents
were doing for them.
The most famous of those accused are actresses Lori
Loughlin and Felicity Huffman who are best known for
their roles of Aunt Becky on the show “Full House”
and Lynette Scavo on “Desperate Housewives.” Lori
Loughlin and her husband Mossimo Giannulli are
accused of paying $500,000 to get their two daughters
into USC. They accomplished this by getting their
daughters accepted onto the USC crew team despite the
fact the high school they attended did not have a rowing
team and they had never played the sport. Huffman is
accused of a fraudulent donation of $15,000 to the Key
Worldwide Foundation so they could receive an imposter
to take the SAT and ACT for her daughter.
“I just feel unfortunate for the kids who might have
gotten a chance at acceptance by their own merit, but
the scandal took that opportunity away from them,” said
Kat Patrice, a sophomore at California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB). “College is expensive already
and it wouldn’t make more sense to pay for the SAT and
ACT. [Get a] tutor and get academic help.”
“Students go there and work really hard to get into those
schools, but the parents of these kids bought off their
admission and they didn't have to work for it,” said
Carmen, another student at CSUMB.
Students across the country are expressing their outrage
at the elite schools. They have already filed lawsuits at
the colleges that were involved in the briberies, declaring
they were denied a fair shot at admissions. They argue
that applicants who followed all the regulations were
exploited by wealthy and famous parents. The most
noticeable lawsuit comes from a former California
teacher who is planning on suing for $500 billion
because her son who had a high GPA was not given an
equal opportunity to gain admission to colleges. She
plans to target the parents and coaches involved in the
scandal, and not the colleges itself.

Makerspace
anniversary

Continued from page 1

“The feeling that they are cared about and seen as part
of the campus community is tied to students' sense
of belonging; this feeling in turn is tied to student
persistence. The Makerspace Activities will build a
sense of community (design buttons for your major,
learning living community, or club) as well as celebrate
individuality and diversity (door signs and name
plates) or explore prototypes and designs relevant to
their majors or future careers. The emphasis is hands
on inquiry, exploring the complexities of the world we
make and the components therein.”
The long-term goal as shared by Slown is to create
institutional capacity for the Makerspace and grow the
cohort of “Maker Leaders or Otter Makers” that would
make possible more open hours for more students,
additional students and staff who are trained are needed.
Students interested in volunteering should contact
cslown@csumb.edu.
Slown commented, “We always wish for additional
consumable supplies, more materials for Makers
to utilize in their designs and projects. Some of the
nonconsumable items that are on the wishlist are
additional tables and chairs as workspaces, a large vinyl
cutter and CNC machining and digital photography/
media equipment, as well as computers.”
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Historical significance of Getting muddy at
seafood in Monterey Knoxville OHV
TrueBlue

By Josh Bowman

Seafood in Monterey Bay supplied the
foundation upon which the region’s
historical significance was built.
According to Tim Thomas, a well-known
historian in Monterey Bay, salmon runs
were so large they pushed sardines up
against the shore and waves, full of
sardines, dumped fish onto the beach.
Thomas said being a historian is
“something [he] just always did.” For the
last four generations, his family has lived
in the Monterey area. He grew up seeing
the last remnants of the famous Cannery
Row and observed changes to the local
fishery over time. “Monterey’s history
has always revolved around its maritime
culture,” Thomas said.
The native people of Monterey - the
Rumsen, Mutsun and Awaswas - made
their lives from the abundance of seafood
provided by nature. The Spanish, who
colonized California and established
the city of Monterey in 1788, regularly
ate fish at the Carmel and San Carlos
missions. After California was annexed
by the United States, the Monterey
fishery was run by migrants from Japan,
China, Italy, Portugal, Germany and
the Netherlands. Japanese fishermen
prospered from the massive salmon runs
and in the 1850s, Chinese fishermen
enjoyed the freedom of an unregulated
abalone fishery.
In the early 1900s, the American people
and government began to realize the
economic value in the abundance of
marine life in Monterey Bay. American
enterprises popped up around the bay and
government regulations protected what
was becoming a world-famous fishing
industry for American businesses.
By the end of the 1900s, the fisheries of
Monterey Bay had gone through a period
of peak economic production and then,
predictably, collapsed. According to
Thomas, Francis Clark, a marine biologist
working for California Department of
Fish and Game, studied how the sardine
fishery was operated and managed. Her
work in ecology predicted the fishery
would collapse and she sounded alarm
bells, but government decision makers
and businessmen running the canneries,
who were often the same people, refused
to slow their operations.
Warming water temperatures, natural
oscillations in sardine population and

overfishing led to the final collapse
of the commercial sardine fishery and
eventually the salmon fishery, as well as
the abalone.

In the past, seafood was not traditionally
a luxury item, but a primary source of
protein and a means of survival. Ernest
Doelter, also known as “Pop” and “the
king of abalone,” popularized abalone
in his bohemian-style restaurant. What
started out as an affordable tourist
attraction became a commodity for the
upper-class because of over-exploitation
of the resource.
Abalone is not the only seafood item
that has become unaffordable for many
Americans. Prices in shrimp, tuna,
salmon and oysters have also seen climbs
in price. Seafood Source, a website that
specializes in seafood economy, estimates
that by 2050 seafood prices will climb by
an additional 70 percent.
As a result of increasing economic and
regulatory barriers, seafood may become
available only to privileged groups within
society. In a place that has its history
and identity rooted in a community built
around a wild fishery, there should be a
much higher priority placed upon making
seafood, a local public resource, available
to everyone in the community.
It is important to remember that fish
are public goods, as is the health of the
marine ecosystem, and they should not be
exploited for the benefit of the few.
The abundance of nature provided
for people from all walks of life and
backgrounds indiscriminately. The native
people of Monterey and the western
people who colonized their land had
one thing in common, they both enjoyed
and benefited from seafood. In the
spirit of Francis Clark and the history
of the people who made their lives on a
naturally provided resource, let's take a
look into how our fisheries are managed
today and who is benefiting.

A reflection of the #ClimateStrike
and The Green New Deal

On Friday, March 15, thousands of
students around the world walked out
of school and demonstrated against
the lack of climate related action
from leaders. The students were led
by youth climate action leaders; most
notably, 16-year-old Greta Thunberg
from Sweden. Last Friday saw 1.5
million students out protesting, many
expressing the fear they experience
daily about the state of the planet.
In California, students spoke out about
the intensifying wildfires through the
state. In South Korea, students spoke
out about difficulty breathing due to
increased air pollution. In the United
Kingdom, students wrote a letter to the
British government asking for climate
change to be added to the curriculum
and to declare climate change a
national emergency.
Young people are fed up with
governments making decisions for
the future to be completed in the
future. Legislation stating that by this
so-called date, the country will be at
such and such percentage renewable
energy or this percentage zero waste.
Yet, most of the legislation has little
accountability and does not always lead
to comprehensive results. It is time
for true legislation aimed not only at

Car-ticle

“Today, fisheries management in the
United States do a much better job
protecting our marine resources,” said
Thomas. “I don’t believe the fisheries
here [Monterey Bay] are at risk, but
we will probably never see the historic
numbers of the past.” In 2014, the Marine
Stewardship Council certified the entire
West Coast as “sustainable and well
managed,” however, the role of seafood
changed and became more of a luxury
food item.

¡ Verde!
By Robert Harding

Recreation area

consumers or companies, but squarely
at everyone, with the intent to cause
noticeable and immediate change.
The Green New Deal must call
for immediate change. If our local
politicians are truly listening, then the
legislation should reflect the growing
number of protests and calls for climate
action. Currently, even with all the
coverage of The Green New Deal,
not all the details have been worked
out. The Green New Deal hopes to
change the economy by putting large
investments into new infrastructure
and renewable energy sectors leading
to decarbonizing the economy. The
legislation will need a massive push if
it is going to be brought into fruition
with clear implementation strategies,
accountability and above all, it has to
call for substantial and lasting change.
It must be concrete enough that it can
be negotiated to impracticability.
As college students, we need to
make our voices heard. Continue to
participate in protests like the Climate
Strike and call on our representatives
to make lasting change happen such
as The Green Deal. Let’s make sure it
does not fall to the same fate so many
other regulations and deals have done
in the past.

Both Subarus getting dirty at Knoxville OHV Recreation park.

Story and photo by Kristen Finley
I spent most of Spring break underneath a
Subaru - whether it was my little sister’s,
my fiance Ben’s or my own. After all was
said and done, I had one wrench-free day:
Sunday. With my dad, his girlfriend and
Ben in tow, we grabbed our CB radios
and headed for Knoxville Off-Highway
Vehicle (OHV) Recreation area in
Napa, CA.
Getting there was simple, all a dirt roadloving, puddle seeker has to do is type
Knoxville-Berryessa Road into Google
Maps and it will lead right to the entrance
to the recreation area. Once there, there
are trails aplenty to explore. ATVs, dirt
bikes, mountain bikes and off-highway
vehicles are permitted. From campus, it’s
about a three and a half hour drive. It’s
not as close as the trail I’ve mentioned
a few issues ago, but the trails here are
a lot longer and more demanding. For
those who have 4x4’s that are hungry
for a steady range of challenges to push
your car through, this place is definitely a
weekend-worthy destination.
My and Ben’s Subaru met quite a bit
of challenges here in terms of terrain.
My car, only having a 2.5 liter naturally
aspirated four-cylinder, didn’t have a high
opinion of all the hills I made it climb
at low speed and high revolutions per
minutes (rpms). By the end of the twohour excursion, my car had consumed an
entire quart of freshly changed oil. On the
exterior end of things, my car drove away
from the day without a scratch thanks to
the 8.7 inches of ground clearance, and it

got a cool, brown, iron-rich, organic paint
job to boot.
Ben’s WRX, however, didn’t end up
so lucky. Despite his aftermarket lift
of an additional two inches, his skid
plate took an impressive beating. While
he’s thankful the skid plate took the hit
and not his oil pan, it’s now a repair
that needs attention. His WRX is also
equipped with bigger off-road tires that
rub against the wells when mud piles on
top of them. This time, so much mud had
accumulated on the tread that it tore off
a bit of his side skirt. This isn’t a serious
matter by any means, just part of the
choice he made in making it a car that’s
able to handle going off-road, but it’s
worth mentioning to give an idea how
demanding this trail was on his car.
Also, since this is a public and wellknown place, being careful, going slow
and watching for oncoming traffic should
go without saying. The main trail that
leads back to the road is roughly 4.5
miles long, but there are several trails
along the main one. However, most lead
to dead ends. To best plot which trails you
want to explore, my suggestion would be
to consult an atlas. That’s how Ben, my
dad and I were able to figure out where
we wanted to go. An atlas was especially
useful for us since cell-phone reception
was spotty.
As an added bonus, there are several
restaurants and local markets close to
both the southern and northern entrance
to the OHV park, so after a long day’s
adventure, a warm meal and a refreshing
beverage isn’t hard to come across.

Tame Impala fans
rewarded for their
“Patience” Music Maven
By Jenna Ethridge

On March 22, Tame Impala released
their first single since their criticallyacclaimed album “Currents” debuted
in July of 2015. Since then, the
Australian psychedelic rock project
led by mastermind Kevin Parker has
taken the world and music industry by
storm. Though he started out as your
typical indie rocker, Parker has since
gone mainstream with his production in
collaboration with artists such as Mark
Ronson, Lady Gaga, Kanye West, Travis
Scott and SZA.
“Patience” is a five-minute track with
a heavy disco influence, layered over
a prominent synth beat that flows
effortlessly with Parker’s falsetto.
First-year California State University,
Monterey Bay student Ashley Romo
reacted to the song saying, “I feel like I’m
living a disco fantasy!”
Despite having four years to experiment
with the project’s sound, many fans
complained the new song sounds as
though it could have easily been featured
on “Currents” or the “Currents B-Sides &
Remixes” EP released in 2017.
While this lack of distinction has been
viewed as a negative reaction to Tame
Impala’s return, it only proves that Parker
has mastered the sound he has been

working to establish since their selftitled debut EP from 2008. It is nearly
impossible to compare the essence of
Tame Impala to other modern artists in
the industry, as their genre is fluid, often
consisting of psychedelic guitar, upbeat
synthesizers, slacker-style reverb and
infectious rock ‘n’ roll drums.
Though the lyrics are ambiguous, the
central theme of “time waits for no one”
is extremely evident, regardless of the
listener’s interpretation. The song opens
with the question, “Has it really been that
long?” which could possibly be alluding
to their four-year absence as Parker
ventured into different projects.
The song continues into the chorus, “Just
growing up in stages, living life in phases,
another season changes and still, my days
are shapeless,” following suit of previous
Tame Impala songs discussing personal
evolution such as “New Person, Same
Old Mistakes” and “Yes I’m Changing.”
“Patience” serves not only as a strong
return for Parker and Tame Impala, but
as a single for their forthcoming album to
be expected later this year. Tame Impala
headlined Treasure Island Music Festival
last October, a popular Bay Area-based
music festival held at Middle Harbor
Shoreline Park in Oakland, and is one of
three headliners at Coachella next month
in Southern California.
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What the signs can expect with the
upcoming spring Horoscopes by Kristen Finley
Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Taurus

Virgo

Capricorn

Gemini

Libra

Aquarius

Cancer

Scorpio

Pisces

		
(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
Thankfully, you were able to weasle yourself away from
a situation you know for a fact would have led you down
the same emotionally tumultuous path you were not too
long ago. Well done, Aries. It was a difficult decision,
as you tend to be a creature of bad habit, but this change
you brought to the table has done wonders for your
social and interpersonal life. April will be a more laid
back time for you, as you’ve become more keen about
steering yourself away from trouble. This kind of change
in attitude is sure to bring a bounty of positivity.
Stay tuned.

		
(Apr 20 - May 20)
A change in your family life has brought you to a new
perspective, one you’re not sure you’re comfortable
with. Though, historically, you’ve been quick to be
made uncomfortable with all sorts of change - good
and bad. Before you settle with feeling like it’s a matter
that ultimately deserves your investment, it would be
wise of you to investigate what it really is that’s making
you uncomfortable. Keep in mind, Taurus, change isn’t
always bad. Especially when you know, deep down, it’s
for the best.

		
(May 21 - June 20)
The best word to describe how you’ve been feeling lately
is “insecure.” You’ve been so busy chasing so many
goals, it’s led you to a dead end. Now, you feel as though
you’re scrambling to escape from the pile of burdens
you’ve placed on yourself. The kicker? What you’re
experiencing is normal, Gemini, everyone struggles to
meet basic needs. Before you settle into a bottomless pit
of self-doubt or loathing, take solace in the fact that your
struggles are not unfamiliar to common folk. Sit back,
relax and focus your energy on figuring out your next
move. Feeling bad for yourself isn’t known to work.

		
(June 21 - July 22)
Spring seems to be the time where you shine best,
Cancer, as you’ve fully emerged a different, wiser and
more loving individual than you were just a few months
ago. You’ve become a wonderful ally to the one who
matters most: you. And those around you have begun
to notice! Those who stood by you from day one seem
to stand even closer, and the company you keep has
become more pure and supportive. This is something
you never thought possible, so delight in it! This kind of
unconditional support is rare. April will be where you
realize why this level of support is so important.

		
(July 23 - Aug. 22)
Something has happened in one of your close
relationships that made you realize you might not be
doing enough to keep the relationship thriving. This
wasn’t something that might have been said to you, but
rather something you noticed - they’ve been doing a lot
of work to keep their connection with you strong and
you feel as though you’ve failed them in some way.
Worry not, Leo, the chance to redeem yourself is still
in harbor. From this point on, just be sure to best assess
how you can contribute to such a positive relationship.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help! Often times, those who
need real help have no quarrel accepting it when it’s
offered. This April, you’ll find out where your efforts
have (or haven’t) brought you.

		
(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
You may find yourself regretting asking for second
opinions or help this time around. Usually, you’re
hungry for advice, but as of recently, you’ve only
been bombarded with what feels like depressing and
deflating words of discouragement. Try not to take this
so personally though, Virgo, it’s important to be able
to pinpoint why it is that you’re feeling so low. Is it
because they’re not telling you what you want to hear?
Or because they’re telling you what you need to hear and
just don’t want to accept it? Be careful in this assessment
- you don’t want to burn the bridge between you and the
people who are genuinely looking out for you.

		
(Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
Just last month, you’ve done something for yourself
that’s genuinely surprised you! So much, in fact, that
you’re feeling a little uneasy about it. Sure, this change
isn’t like you or it isn’t something you ever thought you
could do, but hey, you did it! It’s nothing to feel weird
about. Believe it or not, what you’re seeing in yourself
isn’t all that strange in the grand scheme of things. Don’t
be so quick to settle back into your old ways again, Libra
- often times, change is good! This April, you’ll begin to
truly understand why that is.

		
(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
It seems like you can’t ever catch a break, can you,
Scorpio? Just when you feel like you’ve kept your head
above water, a rogue wave comes along and washes
away your confidence. This is something you’re no
stranger to, as an emotional person. Instead of falling
into the typical bout of taking all your outside stressors
personally, try to focus on how you’re doing better.
You’ve put yourself out there, you’ve tried and done
things you thought you’d never be capable of, and
you’ve accomplished a lot more than what you’re letting
yourself acknowledge. Try your best to develop a keener
sense of what drama is meant for you to digest and deal
with and what drama you can put on the back burner.

Word Search

In honor of April Fool’s Day, this week’s word search theme is words associated with the beloved
holiday. Is it better to trick or be tricked?

		
(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
You’ve had something happen to you that’s scared you a
little bit. Though it’s a tough thing to say, this happening
might be a message that would be detrimental to ignore.
Historically, you’ve been a person who believes that
everything happens for a reason, so be sure you include
yourself in that philosophy. What can this scare teach
you? Were you maybe given a chance to start over? Was
this a wake up call that you’ve been doing something
wrong? Was this meant to show you that you don’t have
as much time as you thought? Whatever you decide it
means for you, try to find some positivity in it. After all,
finding the silver lining has become your specialty.

		
(Dec. 22 - Jan. 18)
These past few months have been extraordinarily
difficult for you. It seems like there’s been one
unfortunate event after the other and it’s beginning
to test your ability to keep it together. Though, some
acknowledgement is needed here - you’ve done so well
to mold yourself into a stronger, more capable person
and whether you realize it or not, your handling of all
these mishaps is a lot more refined and tight-knit than
you ever thought possible. Hold your head up high,
Capricorn. If you’re able to get through these last few
attempts to bring you down, you can literally
get through anything.

		
(Jan. 19 - Feb. 18)
This March has been a month of harsh realization for
you. You’ve been so busy masking your feelings with
sarcasm and crude humor or floating on the surface of
your interpersonal problems that you failed to get a
deeper sense of what’s really happening. Some of your
issues have felt a lot heavier than what you’re used to
feeling, so despite the warmer weather and plentiful sun,
you’re feeling a little blue. While it’s not necessarily
depression, it is something that’s worth paying attention
to. You’re not used to putting your feelings under a
microscope, though, now isn’t a bad place to
refine that skill.

		
(Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
There’s a bolder side of you that, as of recently, you’re
becoming better acquainted with. This side of you has
brought its truck own load of surprises, but as you’re
noticing, none of them have been bad. Though, that’s
not to say that it’s come with a set of setbacks. With this,
you’re beginning to wonder if your bolder half of you
is worth keeping around. Before you bury it under the
timid person you’re used to being, try to look at all the
wonderful things that you’ve stumbled upon while being
bold that you might not have occurred while being timid.

Sudoku

Solved puzzles

Amuse
April
Bamboozle
Befuddle
Clever

Deceit
Fools
Funny
Gag
Hoax

Joke
Laugh
Mischief
Prank
Pretend

Shenanigans
Spoof
Surprise
Tease
Trick

